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FACTSHEET
This is one of a series of Energy Saving Technologies (EST) factsheets that provide a brief description
of emerging technologies which are available to ship owners and other stakeholders who are aiming
to reduce fuel consumption and/or Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.

HISTORY
Across the world archaeologists have uncovered ancient artefacts with images depicting sailboats, with the earliest
evidence dating back to prehistoric times. By the time of ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian civilisations, the
technology was commonplace in the ancient seafaring world.
In the advent of the industrial revolution, sails were quickly replaced by steam engines as a far more reliable means
of getting cargos across oceans. At times of higher fuel prices and scarcity, wind powered propulsion shows its value in
returning to commercial shipping.
In an effort to save on fuel, soft sails have made a resurgence, supplementing modern engine power as control
technology and materials have developed.
Soft sails never left the yachting world. As superyachts became faster, more elaborate and more automated, so did their
sails. Due to increasing fuel prices the use of these technologies is increasing. There are modern cargo vessel designs in
the marketplace that incorporate soft sails.
A development of the traditional soft sail is the hard sail/wingsail. Francis Herreshoff worked with rigid sail designs over
100 years ago.
The advantage provided by wingsails over more traditional soft sails is the rigidity of the wing section, resulting in
improved airflow and the potential for superior performance, at the cost of increased complexity, expense and
challenging stowage. The yacht racing world has experimented with wing sails since the 1960s, more recently with their
introduction into the 2010 America’s Cup.
Cambered hard sails were developed by JAMDA Japan in the 1970s. The Shin-Aitoku Maru was the first of several
Japanese commercial ships fitted with this type of sail. However, they faded out of use due to reductions in fuel prices
eroding their business case during the 1980s.
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HOW DO THEY WORK?
Sails provide a propulsive force utilising combination of lift and drag, depending on the type of sail and its position with
respect to the apparent wind.
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Traditional soft sails have been adapted for
use on modern ships. They can be unfurled at
appropriate times during the voyage and furled
at times of adverse weather conditions or when
greater visibility is required using automated
control systems.

Rigid wing sails are solid fixed structures that use
their wing section profiles and automation to
capture energy from the wind. Their aerodynamic
structure optimises lift, by adjusting camber.
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SELECTING THIS TECHNOLOGY
There are a number of considerations to take into account when selecting a sail based technology:
• The faster a vessel travels, the more the apparent wind incident on the vessel moves towards the bow, reducing the
proportion of time a sail provides effective thrust. Therefore the greatest benefits are available to slower vessels.
• Related to the above, wind of appropriate direction and speed is necessary for sail assistance. A vessel should be
assessed for favourable voyage routes to derive maximum benefit from sail assistance.
• The size and location of sails needs to be considered in order to stay within SOLAS visibility requirements and
potential cargo handling constraints.
• Wingsails are easy to operate and maintain compared with soft sails and kites, but are generally more difficult to
stow when not in use. There are wingsail technologies in development however that fold away, which may be a
necessary feature depending on application.
• Soft sails can be furled, but some permanent structure is present. Deck space and structural analysis is needed to
incorporate both rigid and soft sails.
• Fixed sail structures for soft and wing sales are best incorporated at early stages of a ship’s design to optimise the
overall propulsion design, however retrofits are also possible.
• Soft sails and rigid wing sails create heeling moments and for very large installations may require underwater hull
modification and larger rudders to compensate, however generally this is avoided.
All sails are generally compatible with most other types of EST. The installation of a controllable pitch propeller (CPP)
or a modified FPP would be a complementary modification that can compensate for variations in engine loading.

KEY INTEGRATION FACTORS
• Wind speeds & sea-states.
• Anticipated wind direction.
• Vessel stability from forces generated by wind
acting on device. The lower the installation to
the deck the better, to keep the metacentric
height down & to reduce the moment lever.
• Control system integration & training.
• All systems require an electric power supply for
control and operation.
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• Deck space is required for fixed sail structures.
Both wing & soft sails generally lend themselves
to open decks e.g. oil tankers, bulkers, etc.
• Vessels travelling at slower cruising speeds in
comparison to anticipated relative wind speeds.

BENEFITS SUMMARY
• Fuel savings & greenhouse gas emission reductions.
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HOW WE CAN HELP?
Selecting the right EST for the trades a vessel will
undertake is critical to the investment decision.
iTEM, at the heart of the VTAS independent assessment
process, will consider the technical features of the vessels,
the voyage profile all in combination with candidate EST.
This is integrated with the risk and financial evaluation
using your parameters or those investors are likely to
recognise. Collectively this provides an informed view of
how selecting appropriate EST contributes to reducing
fuel consumption, lowering your operating costs and
reducing your greenhouse gas emissions.

Further information can be found by visiting
www.VTAS-fes.com

To embed this core offering VTAS is able to support you
with independent consulting, analysis, feasibility and
design integration advice, vessel performance and
whole life cost evaluation.

or contacting us via
info@VTAS-fes.com
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